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Ontario Rivers Alliance (ORA)
A Registered Not-for-Profit Organization
 Representing over 30 organizations across Ontario
 Advocating for


• Rivers at Risk in Ontario
• Stakeholder, public and First Nations rights
• Environmental, ecological & social sustainability




ORA’s Mission is to protect, conserve and restore
healthy river ecosystems
We seek to raise awareness of the core challenges
facing Ontario rivers:




Corporate interests driving Government policy
A Crippled EA Process
Privatization of Ontario Rivers
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"










WWTF and Industry releasing untreated &
undertreated effluent into Ontario rivers
Overdevelopment along our shorelines
The Green Energy Act, Green Economy Act & its FIT
Program
86 Waterpower Proposals going through approvals
process
Over 2,000 potential waterpower sites in Ontario
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"










Loss of municipal, public & stakeholder’s right to say
no to a proposal, or to have meaningful participation
Lack of transparency, cooperation and openness
A loss of trust and confidence in the entire process
Threats to our Source Water
Threats to Public Health & Safety
Peaking strategy is a Grand Experiment on these
smaller rivers
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

Our Environmental Commissioner for Ontario says:
 “It would not be too forceful to say that Ontario’s EA process is
broken…. We have lost the old vision for EA; a new vision is urgently
needed.” – that was in 2008, & it has not gotten any better.

 “A “no” decision is not a possible outcome.”
 “Frustrated members of the public invoke the available appeal
mechanism (a request for a “bump-up” to an individual EA, also
known as a “Part II Order”) about 60 to 70 times in a typical year,
but to the ECO’s knowledge, the ministry has not granted one such
request.”
 “EA studies submitted by proponents often seem to rely on a
checklist approach, with little guidance or critical oversight.”
 “But if we want to avert poor decisions, we should recall the
original purpose of the EAA – “the betterment of the people of the
whole or any part of Ontario” – and we should share a desire to get
the EA process right.”




Developed by the OWA in 2001 – Corporate interests
Places the Fox in charge of the chicken coop




Developer decides what the public and stakeholders
should know
Important documentation is not made available to
stakeholders
Environmental Reports are extremely lacking:
 Field studies not complete
 Open ended to give developers flexibility of options
 Little to no consideration for the environment, cumulative

effects, climate change, decommissioning of dams, or SARS.




No motivation to listen or cooperate with Agencies or
stakeholders
Bending the rules & no one is stopping them
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A FIT Contract is awarded without stakeholder, public
or First Nations consultation
A FIT Contract provides the developer with a sure
ticket to develop a waterpower site – 40 year contract
Offers a 50% premium to produce power during peak
demand hours
Encourages developers to hold water back in holding ponds for
up to 48 hours
 Encourages peaking several times daily under certain flow
conditions
 Only thing making many of these small rivers feasible




5 Year window to completion places pressure on
Applicant to skip steps
 Agency staff to assist in fast tracking applications


"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"






Private for-profit industry
Primary motivation is to make profits – not to
protect the environment
No motivation to share information with the
public and stakeholders which has led to a







lack of transparency, openness and cooperation
lack of trust and confidence

Ministry staff agree the legislation leaves huge
leeway for the Fox to conduct their EA &
public consultation as they see fit
Ministry staff are experiencing the same
challenges as ORA
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

Ivanhoe River

The Chute - This would be replaced by a peaking dam and head pond.
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



Run-of-River dams are not a reliable source of base
load power on these smaller rivers




Hence – “Modified Peaking Operating Strategies”







In the summer when energy consumption is high these
rivers have very low flow, & getting lower
Can hold water back in holding ponds
Can peak it several times daily

Peaking will drastically change water flow and
levels several times daily
Peaking dams are especially damaging when flow
levels are low and temperatures are high
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



Modified peaking on these smaller rivers is very
new, without studies or a track record





Numerous facilities are proposed for some rivers




What are the cumulative effects?

Climate change – scientists predict




Lower volumes of water & flows to buffer negative effects
Shallower holding ponds

Extreme rain and drought conditions

Developers & Agency staff are unsure of the impacts




On fish spawning, aquatic life & habitat
Erosion, ice scouring & sedimentation
Methylmercury production & uptake into fish tissue
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

Government is handing over in excess of $10 Billion
worth of waterfalls to private Corporations - Why?
Ivanhoe River – Below Ivanhoe Lake Control Dam
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



Hydropower that holds water back for peaking:
Lowers oxygen levels
Methyl mercury production
Increases water temperature
Increases phosphorus & other nutrients
Increases erosion & sedimentation
Creates turbidity
Suspends sediment
Places significant pressure on fish species survival through
fragmentation of populations
Decreases water quality, quantity, and safety to stakeholders
Low flow & warm water combined with a high nutrient
content is a recipe for algae
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Cyanobacteria on Lake Erie

"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



Blue Green Algae (Cyanobacteria)
32 lakes across Ontario were infected this year
 9 of those in the District of Sudbury alone
 Holding water back in holding ponds will increase its
incidence, especially when many rivers already have
WWTF dumping effluent into them




Rivers are relied upon by many First Nations and
local stakeholders for their drinking water, food
source, and daily household needs




Methyl mercury and cyanobacteria threaten this source

River flow rates and levels could increase from 1
to 5 CMS to as much as 70 CMS within 20 minutes



How will ice safety be affected?
How will swimming and boating be affected?
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

20 CMS looks like this
While 70 CMS looks like this

"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



We are for Green Energy
Just not the Green washed version presented when trying
to sell a Waterpower Proposal
 Stakeholders & municipalities must have meaningful
consultation, input & the option to reject the proposal




We are for Energy Conservation




We are for upgrades to existing generating stations
to increase efficiency and output, providing that:








Increased energy efficiency, in conjunction with decreased
energy consumption

Riverine ecosystem health and flows are protected
Mitigation measures for fish
No peaking operating strategies are used
Inundation area does not increase in size

Fish friendly turbines
Fish passage – both upstream & downstream
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"




Achieved our Not-for-Profit status
Part II Order Requests for






Comments on GS Renewal Agreements for




The Chute, Ivanhoe River ER
Four Slide Falls, Serpent River ER
Wanatango Falls, Frederick House River ER

Chats, Gananoque, Mississippi, Chaudier, Chenaux

Comments on EBR Reviews
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"







Hydroelectric has never been green, so why is it
even included in the Green Energy Act?
There is no point in having green energy if no one
can afford it
The environmental, ecological & social costs must
be figured into these proposals
Cost benefit analysis using an Ecosystem Assessment
approach as endorsed by the United Nations
 Valuing the broad range of benefits we and future
generations would derive from these resources




A Draft Agreement between OWA, MOE & MNR to
streamline the process even further is awaiting
approval
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"



A moratorium on all waterpower proposals currently
going through the (EA) process, until integrity is
restored to the EA process with:
 Meaningful First Nation & Stakeholder consultation
 Power & authority to lead the applications &
approvals process is returned to Agency Staff
 Open, transparent, cooperative & accountable
process is enacted
 Intervener funding is made available to stakeholders
All Green Energy proposals must be environmentally,
ecologically, and socially sustainable.

"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

Chi Miigwetch -- Thank You!
"A World of Healthy River Ecosystems"

